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Executive Summary 

Today, every country is allowed to operate satellites in space above a certain height. It appease 

that country who wants to spy on another country can do so via a spy satellite. In the past decade, 

the phenomenon has been widespread and there is a clear need to intercept spy satellites. 

For Israel, spy using satellites is extremely dangerous. The enemy may collect many “quality 

targets” by using spy satellites (thus increasing the bank of targets). 

Intercepting satellites is not simple, as we move through the atmospheric and the exo-atmospheric 

medium. This transition can only be achieved if there is a very intelligent interception system that 

is able to stay in those two mediums and maintain efficiently so that it hits the target with its high 

kinetic energy. We must take into account the noises and disturbances that exist during the 

movement of the missile over all its parts (atmospheric and the exo-atmospheric mediums). Direct 

hits with the satellites will be carried out using highly accurate missiles, which can hit the target 

directly (Hit to Kill). 

The Problem 

We will formulate the problem as a "differential game" between two players: a Missile and a Satellite. The 

missile wants to minimize the distance between it and the satellite, while the other wants to maximize this 

distance and avoid it. To this we will add the uncertainty made by process disturbances and measurement 

noise. 

A Short Literature Survey  

Differential Games for pursuit evasion problems have been investigated for many years. Differential games, 

with linear state equations and quadratic cost functions, are called Linear Quadratic Differential Game 

(LQDG). In these games, one defines two players a pursuer and an evader, where the former aims to minimize 

and the latter aims to maximize the same cost function (zero-sum games). The main advantage in using the 

LQDG formulation is that one gets Proportional Navigation (PN) like solutions with continuous control 

functions. One approach which plays a main role in the LQDG literature is Disturbance Attenuation (DA), 

whereby target maneuvers and measurement error are considered as external disturbances. In this approach, 

a general representation of the input-output relationship between disturbances and output performance 

measure is the DA function (or ratio).  This function is bounded by the control. This work revisits and 

elaborates upon this approach.   


